The Amity Electronic Newsletter in June 2017 focuses in particular on Amity’s advocacy work and international programs. The Amity Foundation joined the international call to help people affected by the famine in East Africa and started to provide relief supplies and medical aid for people affected by floods in Sri Lanka.

The short film The Fountain of Life shows a Chinese family’s different experience with the Bible over three generations. Furthermore, you can read a follow-up story of a mountain school in Hunan and see how it has changed compared to three years before.

For detailed information about Amity’s work of the past year and prospects, you may read Amity’s lately published Annual Report 2016 and Journal of international exchange.

Video

To celebrate Amity Printing’s latest milestones we feature the short film The Fountain of Life, dedicated to all those people who contribute to the Amity Bible Printing Ministry. The story is about three generations of a Christian family in China and gives a glance how the country and spreading the gospel has changed through different historic times in China.

Story

When I started to work for the Amity Foundation, my first site visit took me to a village school project in Hunan. At that time, a new academic building had just been rebuilt after the previous building was demolished due to the danger of collapsing. Three years later, I returned to visit the school, and experienced how this school contributed to a new development dynamic in the village.
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If you want to make a donation for Amity’s work, please click the link or on the donation buttons!
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